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INTRODUCTION

Zodiac Friends aims to celebrate Asian culture and 
representation in the NFT space. We are a Non-Fungibles 
Token project made using ERC-721 on the Ethereum 
network. 

The characters consist of 12 animals of the Lunar Zodiac: 
Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, 
Rooster, Dog and Pig.



ASIAN REPRESENTATION

Representation of Asian culture in mass media and creative industries is 
often scarce and unauthentic. This is also apparent in the NFT space. Whilst 
there are a large number of Asian artists looking to break into the NFT 
space, art that is generated by them is often undervalued and marketed 
ineffectively. 

This creates the issue of under-priced and unsold art in this space, turning 
away potentially great artists in the rising and powerful space of NFT’s.

Our goal is to provide these artists with a voice in a noisy space and provide 
them with the tools and exposure to flourish to the fullest of their ability.



1% 6%
Of leading roles in Hollywood are 
represented by Asian-Americans Or 18 Million Americans, are of 

Asian descent

Source: University of Southern California – Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism



ZODIAC FRIENDS MISSION

Encourage, Discover and Celebrate Asian NFT 
Projects

12% of our initial sales will go towards Asian projects 
in the NFT space in order to kickstart and give 
spotlight to rising artists. This in turn raises the value 
of their art by buying at a fairer valuation.

Our mission is to build up Asian talent and continue 
to support the representation of Asian culture in 
NFT’s, thereby giving greater opportunity for the NFT 
industry to celebrate and appreciate Asia-inspired art. 
Our favorite pieces will be featured in an Asian Art 
gallery built by us in the metaverse. 

This helps provide exposure for Asian artists and 
talent, providing growth for both the individual artist 
and representation of Asian culture in the NFT space.



ZODIAC FRIENDS MISSION

Support Asian Based Charities

We strive to tackle issues of equal rights, justice, poverty and abuse in Asian 
communities. We will give back by donating 8% of sales to four Asian based charities 
chosen by our community. 

Build Meaningful Community Celebrating Asian Culture and Identity

A huge part of this mission is to uplift Asian culture and identity, within and outside 
of the NFT space. We will continue to build up our community and celebrate the 
things that make Asian cultures and subcultures so unique. Our discord will consist 
of multiple channels that will allow for discussions that are important to Asian 
celebration, and also allow for building valuable connections that will benefit the 
community as a whole.



FUNDS

The Zodiac Friend Fund

This fund is established to have resources to fund future projects, art purchases and collaboration 
under the Zodiac Friends brand. We will be reinvesting a third of royalties from recurring sales, 
along with a 55% of profits from art ventures back into this fund.

12% of initial sales will be injected into this fund (at stages according to the roadmap - see below) 
and set aside for art purchasing. Art purchased will either be from Asian artists or artists that 
celebrate Asian art. There will be an amount set aside to be spent specifically on artists that hold 
Zodiac Friends. For this reason, it is important for creators and artists who purchase a Zodiac 
Friend to do so in the wallet that they will list their art from. In our selection, there will be a heavy 
skew towards art from under-represented Asian artists, and we will aim to purchase a large 
amount from the artist directly rather than in secondary sales.

This 12% will be invested across a period of 8-12 months and help to set a solid foundation to 
kickstart our mission. Our max spend per art piece is 0.3ETH but may be subject to future 
change, depending on what is best for the community.



FUNDS

Pool of Fortune

A third of royalties* from recurring sales, and 25% of profits from art ventures will be 
put into this fund. This will be distributed out to Zodiac Friend holders through 
raffles and giveaways. Our focus here is to not just raffle ETH, but to be purposeful in 
what we give away. For example, a large focus will be to commission art from 
Zodiac Friend holders with the funds from this pool and hold giveaways using that. 

This allows us to benefit two parties, the artist as well as the recipient.

*Total royalties are set at 5% excluding Opensea percentages.



ZODIAC FRIEND HOLDER BENEFITS

Derivative works + commercial rights

Our main focus of Zodiac Friends is to empower artists. You will have ownership 
rights to your art and the freedom to create and sell derivative works.

Receive art investment profits

25% of profits from activities of our art gallery (whether by realized increase in art 
value, licensing, etc.) will be put into the Pool of Fortune.

Be part of an ever-growing community

Be a part of an empowering community that grows only as you grow. Zodiac 
Friends is nothing without its community and that will always be at the core of 
our values. Let’s join arms and together push for authentic representation and 
empowerment of Asian artists and individuals. 



ZODIAC FRIEND HOLDER BENEFITS
Receive royalties

A third of royalties from recurring sales will be put into the Pool of Fortune. This 
will be distributed back to the community through raffles and giveaways to give 
back to our Zodiac Friends Holders in exciting ways.

Have Your Say On Art Purchasing

Every month, groups of Zodiac Friend holders will be able to nominate artists 
and pieces that they feel deserves attention and represents Asian culture in an 
authentic manner. Art will be selected through a system of committee curation 
and community voting and then purchased for the Zodiac Friends art gallery by 
using the Zodiac Friend Fund (up to 0.3ETH per piece). This allows for artists who 
hold Zodiac Friends to have their work recognized by the community and break 
into the industry, and also for non-artists to discover and share Asian Art that 
they love. 



ARTWORK
Zodiac Friends artwork consists of 12 different animals of the Lunar Zodiac (8880 
total, 740 of each animal) and 8 Jade Emperors. There will be 1 Jade Emperor 
reserved for giveaway, and 7 available to mint.

Each character is unique, differentiated by traits including:

Animal (12) Animal Color Background Element (5)

Outfit Head Accessory Body Accessory

Item Eyewear Necklace

Eye Color (6) Expression

All traits are generated with Asian authenticity and representation in mind.



TEAM

We’re a group of passionate individuals dedicated to furthering Asian 
representation and celebration of its culture. Many of us come from 
Asian backgrounds and grew up around the culture so it is something 
near and dear to our hearts. We want to bring authentic Asian 
experiences to the NFT space and share that with the world.

Shang and Katy, our creators, have a combined wealth of experience 
in community management and marketing, with experience 
managing communities of almost 2 million people globally. Shang is 
Australian Chinese and Katy is Australian Korean.



TEAM
Egg Chen, Team Zodiac’s talented artist, has over 20 years of experience working as a 
graphic designer and illustrator. He’s worked for brands such as Mcdonalds, Walt 
Disney, Nestle, Tooheys, Sara Lee and Caltex (just to name a few). 

He currently designs and illustrates for Australian Publishers such as Blake, Hachette, 
Laguna Bay and MacMillian, and US publishers such as McGraw Hill and Trillium! He 
has also worked in-house as a designer at Bloch International, ACP for Real Living 
Magazine and HarperCollins Publishers. He is Australian Chinese.



TEAM
Alina, our back-end smart contracts developer is a full-stack web engineer with 
experience in multiple NFT projects. Alina is French, currently living in the US.

Zuko, our community manager, has extensive experience in management 
consulting and works hard to deliver solutions for our team. He is Australian 
Chinese.

Josiah, our outreach coordinator, is an NFT enthusiast and leads a US-based 
nonprofit. He is currently focused on building new partnerships and collaborations 
within the NFT space for Zodiac Friends and is Chinese-American (family from Hong 
Kong).

Josh, our advisor co-founded communications firm Causeway Strategies. He works 
closely with us to guide the project with his experience in marketing and 
community management. He is an ambassador at The Sandbox Game and is 
Chinese American living in New York City.

Misty, has extensive experience in website development and designing, having 
built for many corporate and commercial designs. She is a Filipino living in the 
Philippines. 



ROADMAP
8%
• The Great Race Begins: Get in the race for Ethereum and Zodiac Friend 

prizes. Join our Discord to stay tuned!

20%
• 2% of all sales donated to the first charity chosen by our community

30%
• 4% of total sales added to the Zodiac Friends Fund (ZFF) to be reinvested 

into Asian Art in the NFT space

50%
• 2% of all sales donated to the second charity chosen by our community.
• Free framed prints to be given away to our most active and loyal members.



ROADMAP
50%
• 2% of all sales donated to the second charity chosen by our community.
• Free framed prints to be given away to our most active and loyal members.

70%
• Additional 4% of total sales added to ZFF to be reinvested into Asian Art in the 

NFT space

80%
• Launch of our Merch Store. Show off your characters in style.

88%
• Land purchased in the metaverse for Zodiac Friends Art Gallery to display and 

promote Asian Art.
• 2% of all sales donated to the third charity chosen by our community.



ROADMAP
100%
• 2% of all sales donated to the fourth charity chosen by our community.
• Additional 4% of total sales added to ZFF to be reinvested into Asian Art in 

the NFT space.
• Start the development of Zodiac Friends Art Gallery in the metaverse 

dedicated to showcasing our collection of artworks.
• Collaboration and project initiatives start. We will work with various artists 

and projects to further bring long-term value to our community. Zodiac 
Friends Holders will receive exclusive access.



CONTACT DETAILS
Website: zodiacfriends.io

Twitter: @zodiacfriends_

Email: zodiacfriendsnft@gmail.com

Discord: Shang#9668, Katy#5048, floziah#4025 and Hike King#7231 

mailto:zodiacfriendsnft@gmail.com
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